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ABSTRACT 
We describe a class of optimal block diagonal scalings (preconditionings) of a 
symmetric positive definite block 2-cyclic matrix, generalizing a result of Forsythe and 
Strauss [l] for (point) 2-cyclic matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be an n X n symmetric positive definite matrix, and let A be a class 
of n X n nonsingular matrices. In this paper, we consider the problem of 
finding an EE h which minimizes the condition number 
K( E’AE) = 
a,( E’AE) 
a,( ElAE) 
of the scaled (preconditioned) matrix EtAE [here 
denote the eigenvalues of EfAE]. In particular, we describe a class of optimal 
block diagonal scalings (preconditionings) of a block 2cyclic matrix, gener- 
alizing a result of Forsythe and Strauss [l] that a (point) 2cyclic matrix is 
optimally conditioned with respect to the class of positive diagonal matrices if 
all the elements of the diagonal are equal. 
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2. OPTIMAL 2 X 2 BLOCK DIAGONAL SCALING 
Let A be an n X n symmetric positive definite matrix. Then, for any 
0 < m < n, A can be written as a 2 X 2 block matrix 
A+ “, 
[ 1 D2 
whereD,ismXm,D,isn-mXn--_,andCisn-mXm.Moreover,the 
2 X 2 block diagonal matrix 
DxD1 ’ 
[ 1 0 D2 
is also symmetric positive definite and hence nonsingular. 
Let A( m, n - m) denote the set of all nonsingular 2 X 2 block diagonal 
matrices of the form 
E= 
4 0 
[ 1 0 E2 
where E, is m X m and E, is n - m X n - m. The following result describes a 
class of optimal scalings EE A(m, n - m) for A. 
THEOREM 1. lf l?EA(m,n-mm) and .&??‘=cD-’ for some positive 
constant c, then 
Proof. Let Z? E A( m, n - m) with l?I? t = CD-’ for some positive constant 
c. Then x # 0 is an eigenvector of l?‘AE corresponding to the eigenvalue 
q(J??‘AE), i.e., 
EtAJ% = q(@AE)r, 
if and only if En: # 0 (recall that B is nonsingular) and 
Thus, letting pr 2 p2 a . . . 2 pn denote the eigenvalues of the generalized 
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eigenproblem Ay = p Dy, we have pi = (l/c)a,( Z?‘AZ?) and 
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(1) 
Now let E E A(m, n - m). Since E is nonsingular, E’AE is symmetric 
positive definite, so that, by the Rayleigh principle, 
0 -==z a,( EtAE) < x’EtAEx G q( E’AE) 
x5x 
for all x E R” - {O}. Letting 
s= zm [ 
0 
0 1 -I,-, ’ 
where I, denotes the k X k identity matrix, 
2D= 
D, C’ 
I I[ + 1, 0 D, Ct I, 0 C D, 0 -&_,, I[ Ii C D, 0 - Ln 1 
= A + SAS. 
Since SE = ES, 
2r’E’DEx = x’E’{A + SAS}Ex = xtEtAEx +(S$EtAE(Sx). 
Dividing by x’EtAEx and noting that (SX)~(SX) = x’x, 
2xtEfDEx = l+ (S~)‘E~AE(S~) x5 
xtEtAEx (s+(sx) dE’AEx 
Therefore, by (2), 
(2) 
l+ a,WW ~ 2@)‘D(Ex) <1+ @‘AE) 
al( EtAE) ( EX)"A( Ex) 2- q,(E’AE) 
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for all x E IV’ - {O}. Taking Ex to be the generalized eigenvector correspond- 
ing to P1, 
& > 1 + %(EW =lf 1 
Pl q( EtAE) K( E’AE) ’ 
Similarly, taking Ex to be the generalized eigenvector corresponding to p,,, 
2 < 1+ %(ECAE) 
Kz- CX,( EtAE) 
= 1+ K(I?AE). 
Therefore, 
34 2 
P, l+l/K(E’AE) 
g{l+K(EtAE)}=K(EfAE), 
and the result follows from (1). 4 
Note that if I?‘E A(m, n - m) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1, then 
and the diagonal blocks of I?“AlI? are common multiples of the identity matrix. 
Therefore: 
COROLLARY 2. Zf D = cZ, for some positive constant c, then A is 
optimally conditioned with respect to A(m, n - m). 
However, not all optimal scalings I?E A(m, n - m) of A satisfy Theorem 
1. For example, the matrix 
is optimally conditioned with respect to A(2,l) for 1 G cx G 3 (cf. Forsythe and 
Strauss [ 11). 
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3. OPTIMAL BLOCK DIAGONAL SCALING OF BLOCK Z-CYCLIC 
MATRICES 
Let A be a symmetric positive definite block 2-cyclic matrix. Then, 
without loss of generality (by symmetrically permuting the rows and columns), 
A can be written as a t X t block matrix of the form 
D, 0 ... 0 
0 D, ... 0 
. . 
. . 
0 (j . . . 
A= 
0, 
c 
ct 
D 0 . . . r+l 
0 D,,, ... 
;, (j . . . 
0 
0 
0, 
where Di is ni X ni and C is m X n - m with m = n, + n2 + . . . + n, and 
n=n,+n2+ .. . + n,. Moreover, the block diagonal matrix 
D, 0 ... 0 
0 D, ... 0 
D= . . 
. . 
0 (j . . . D, 
is again symmetric positive definite and hence nonsingular. 
Extending the previous definition, let A( nl, n2,. . . , n,) denote the set of all 
nonsingular t X t block diagonal matrices of the form 
-El 0 . . 0 
0 E, . . 0 
. Et 
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where Ei is ni X ni. The following result characterizes a class of optimal 
scalings I?E A(n,, n2 ,..., n,) for A. 
COROLLARY 3. Ifi% A(n,,n,,..., n,) and Z?E” = CD-’ for some positive 
constant c, then 
Therefore, if D = cl, for some positive constant c, then A is optimally 
conditioned with respect to both A( nl, n2,. . . ,n,) and A(m, n - m). 
Proof. Since I?:E A(n,, n2 ,..., n, ) C A( m, n - m), the result follows im- 
mediately from Theorem 1 and Corollary 2. n 
Forsythe and Strauss [l] proved that a (point) 2-cyclic matrix is optimally 
conditioned with respect to the class of all positive diagonal matrices if the 
diagonal entries are all equal.’ This is the special case ni = 1 of Corollary 3. 
However, as the Corollary also shows, such a matrix is optimally conditioned 
with respect to the much larger class A(m, n - m) of 2 X2 block diagonal 
matrices. 
We would like to thank the referee for suggesting that the proof of 
Theorem 1 be based on the generalized eigenproblem Ay = p Dy. 
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